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ABSTRACT
With the emerging social networks, images have become a
major medium for emotion delivery in social events due to
their infectious and vivid characteristics. Discovering the
emotionally representative images can help people intuitively understand the emotional aspects of social events. Prior
works focus on finding the most visually representative images for the target queries or social events. However, the
emotionally representative image should not only visually
relevant with the social event, but also has a strong emotional appeal among people. In this paper, we propose an emotionally representative image discovery framework by jointly
considering textual, visual and social factors. In particular,
we build a hybrid link graph for images of each social event,
where the weight of each link is measured by textual emotion
information, visual similarity and social similarity. Then we
propose the Visual-Social-Textual Rank (VSTRank ) algorithm to calculate the importance score for each image, so
that the emotionally representative images can be discovered
under the constraint of textual, visual and social representativeness. To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we
conduct a series of experiments with 15 social events extracted from real social media dataset, and evaluate the proposed
method with both quantitative criterions and user study.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the social networks, as major platforms for
communication and information exchange, provide a rich
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repository of people’s opinions and emotions about a vast
spectrum of social events [28]. As the major medium appeared in social networks, images have played important roles in delivering emotions of social events due to their
infectious and vivid characteristics. Different from texts,
images have shown variety of styles in social networks, photographic records, image morphing or cartoonlization, which
help describe the event in a simple and clear way. For example, Fig. 1 shows the positive and negative representative
images about three different topics, from which people can
intuitively understand the emotional aspects of the social
events. However, in recent years, with the increasing use
of digital photography by the general public, the number
of images has exploded into yet unseen numbers. These
rapidly growing digital repositories create an urgent need
for effective ways of discovering the emotionally representative images to make social events clear at a glance from
emotional perspective.
So far textual sentiment analysis has been well developed
in areas including opinion mining [22], stock market prediction [2] and event analysis [14]. In contrast, sentiment
analysis from visual perspective is still in its infancy. Many
works have contributed to the development of visual sentiment analysis, including the analysis of aesthetics [5, 18],
interestingness [11] and affect or emotions [3, 12, 17] of images. However, these works basically aim to find the sentiment of the target media, much like a binary classification.
Different images, even belonging to the same emotion category, have different infections to people. The representative images (the images agreed by most people to convey
a certain emotion for a certain event) are the most effective ones when conveying the emotions. Prior works focus
on finding the most visually representative images [13] for
the target queries or social events. However, the emotionally representative image should not only be visually relevant
with the social event, but also has a strong emotional appeal
among people.
In the context of social networks, the work of discovering
the emotionally representative images is challenging due to
the following reasons:
• Low interpretability of visual features. Image
semantics includes several levels. Emotional semantics
lies on the highest level of abstract semantics. However, visual features themselves, as the representation of
images, cannot well convey the emotional semantics of
users due to the limitation of low interpretability.
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Figure 1: The positive (left) and negative (right) representative images about three social events.
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Figure 2: Images in social networks are connected with different kinds of links. (a), the visual links which
connect images with similar visual features. (b), the textual emotion links between images and their corresponding texts. (c), the same user who post two images or users who are friends link the images in social
perspective.
• The variety of styles of images in social networks. In social networks, the variety of styles of
images makes semantic gap problem more challenging
since more and more emotionally similar images appear less similar in visual content.
As Fig. 2 shows, images belong to a hybrid link graph,
where they have more than one links in social networks. Besides the visual links (Fig. 2 (a)) which connect images with
similar visual features, the textual emotion links (Fig. 2 (b))
between images and their corresponding texts can represent
the images’ textual sentiment, which help address the low
interpretability problem of visual features. In the meantime, though images in social networks appear in a variety
of styles, users who post or share images link them together in social perspective (Fig. 2 (c)). Generally, users who
are friends in social networks usually hold similar emotion
towards the same social event. Therefore, their posted images in social networks are likely to convey similar emotions. Fig. 3 shows two sets of images with social links. In
Fig. 3 (a), the two images are less similar in visual content,
however, they express the same emotion toward “love”. In
Fig. 3 (b), the two cartoons both convey the negative attitude about “the price of the house”. Even though these
images have different visual contents, we can link them via social links, which help bridge the semantic gap between
images and users.
To address the above challenges in discovering emotionally representative images in social networks, we propose
an emotionally representative image discovery framework by
jointly considering textual, visual and social factors. In particular, we build a hybrid link graph for images of each social
event, where the weight of each link is measured by textual
emotion information, visual similarity and social similarity. Then we propose the Visual-Social-Textual Rank (VS-
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Figure 3: Images with social link, which are visually
less similar, but share the same emotion.
TRank ) algorithm to calculate the importance score of each
image, so that the emotionally representative images can be
discovered under the constraint of textual, visual and social
representativeness.
The contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to address the problem of discovering emotionally representative images for social events in social networks, which
help people intuitively understand the emotional aspects of social events.
• We propose a novel emotionally representative image
discovery framework, which identifies emotionally representative images under the textual, visual and social
representativeness constraints.
• The VSTRank algorithm is proposed to rank the images for the social events from the emotional aspect.
By performing the simple yet efficient learning method,
we can quantify the different roles visual, social and

textual information play in discovering the emotionally representative images for social events.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related works are summarized in Section 2. In section 3, our
proposed emotionally representative image discovery framework will be discussed in details, including representative
image discovery methods from textual, visual and social aspects, respectively, and the VSTRank algorithm to discovery
the emotionally representative images under the constraint
of the three factors. We evaluate the performance of our
proposed framework and compare with the state-of-the-art
methods in Section 4. Finally, conclusion is drawn in Section
5.

2. RELATED WORK
Since our work involves sentiment analysis and representative image discovery, we review related work in these two
areas.

2.1 Sentiment Analysis
Recent years have witnessed an increasing number of research works on sentiment analysis from textual [22] and
visual [3, 12, 17] aspects. The basic idea of these methods is
to build a sophisticated feature space, which can effectively represent the sentiment status of the texts and images.
One of the representative ways to perform textual sentiment analysis is the lexicon-based method [6, 26], which
relies on the sentiment dictionary to determine the general
sentiment polarity of a given document. In the meantime,
supervised learning methods with star ratings [23], distant
supervision [9], social relations [10] in social networks have
also become the polarity signals in sentiment analysis area.
Semantic and concept learning approaches based on visual
features [7, 17, 21] analyze image sentiments without employing textual information. Information from multiple domains, including textual and visual information, were preliminary combined together in [29]. While, all these works are discovering what emotions the media are conveying,
which is different to our target, discovering the emotionally
representative images for social events.

2.2 Representative Image Discovery
Recent years, there is an increasing research and commercial interests in building effective search mechanisms for
representative image discovery.
The work in [25] introduces the methodology for automatically ranking and classifying photos according to their
attractiveness for folksonomy members. In work [8], various visual features are investigated on their applicability to
attractiveness estimation of web images for attractive images ranking. Besides attractiveness image discovery, [13]
casts the image-ranking problem into the task of identifying
“authority” nodes on an inferred visual similarity graph and
analyzes the visual link structures among images to discovery the representative images as the ones answer the imagequeries well. [16] improves the relevance between returned
representative images and user intentions with social and
visual factors in social media platforms. [19, 24] use the visual features and social streams information to predict the
popular video shots or videos. [30] searches the social media
“entities” with a unified, multi-level and correlative entity
graph and uses it into various applications. Above works focus on discovering the visually representative images,

Figure 4: Framework of emotionally representative
image discovery for social events.
whether attractive or most relevant to the queries or the
videos. However, discovering the emotionally representative
images should not only be visually representative, but also
have strong emotional appeal among people.

3.

EMOTIONALLY REPRESENTATIVE IMAGE DISCOVERY

In this section, we will present our proposed emotionally representative image discovery framework. Then we will
discuss in details how to cluster and rank images based on
textual, visual and social factors.

3.1

Framework

As Fig. 2 shows, images in social networks are not only
visually linked together, their corresponding textual information conveys emotions, which link the images together.
Besides, users who post the microblogs link the images in
social perspective. All of these generate a hybrid link graph
for images of each social event. Given this hybrid graph,
we propose the emotionally representative image discovery
framework in which textual, visual and social factors are all
considered.
Fig. 4 gives the basic idea of our proposed framework.
First, we use lexicon-based sentiment method [6] to analyze the corresponding textual sentiment, which are used to
cluster and rank images from textual aspect. Then, to link
images in social networks that have similar emotions but different visual contents, we combine the social links with visual similarity between images, constructing a visual-social
similarity matrix that quantifies images’ similarities from
both visual and social perspectives. Spectral clustering [27]
is then used to cluster images into two categories, one is
positive and the other is negative. Inside each category, we
propose ViSoRank algorithm to identify representative images on the inferred visual-social similarity graph. Finally,
with the cluster and ranking results from textual and visualsocial perspectives, we propose the VSTRank algorithm to
combine them together to discover the emotionally representative images for social events.

3.2

Image Cluster and Ranking Based on Textual Emotions

There have been extensive researches on textual emotion
analysis. Online sentiment dictionary [6] has been widely
used in textual sentiment analysis. In our work, we use the
dictionary in [1] with predefined emotion polarity of each

word w, with which image ik ’s corresponding texts Tik ’s
emotions can be mined:
X
E(w)
(1)
E(Tik ) =
w∈Ti

k

where E(w) is the predefined emotion polarity with weight
for word w in the sentiment dictionary.
With the mined images’ corresponding textual emotions
in one social event, we classify the images and rank them
based on the textual emotion polarities and their emotion
values. Hence, we cluster the images into two categories and
rank them within each group.
GTp = {iT1 , iT2 , ..., iTm }

where iTk is the textual information Tk ’s corresponding image. In the positive group GTp , for ∀ik ∈ GTp , we have
E(Tik ) > 0. Besides, for image iTk ’s rank T R(iTk ) and
image iTj ’s rank T R(iTj ), if T R(iTk ) < T R(iTj ), we have
E(Tik ) > E(Tij ), which means the higher the image ranks,
the larger the corresponding textual emotion value is. While
for the negative group, images’ corresponding textual emotion value is negative and the higher the image ranks, the
smaller the corresponding textual emotion value is.

3.3 ViSoRank
In this section, we will cluster images and discover the representative ones based on their visual and social information
for a social event.

Visual Similarity

Images belonging to the same category are supposed to
have some similarities in visual aspect. For example, most
images with dark colors give people the depression feeling,
while bright colors give people positive feelings. Besides colors, shapes, composition also play important roles in image
affective analysis.
Following the feature design in state-of-the-art visual classification system such as Object-Bank [15], we include several visual features: the Color Histogram extracted from the
RGB color channels, the GIST descriptor [20] that has been
shown to be useful for detecting scenes, the Local Binary
Pattern (LBP) descriptor for detecting textures and faces
and a Bag-of-Words quantized descriptor. With these extracted features, each image ik can be presented as a vector
Imik that describes its visual content.
Traditional Euclidean distance is used to measure two images’ visual distance. To smooth the distance between two
images, exponential decay model is used to measure the similarity of two images’ visual contents.
Sv (ik , im ) = e−distance(Imik ,Imim )

(2)

Based on Eqs. (2), the larger the distance of two images is,
the less similarity they appear.

3.3.2

where SL(ik ) is the image set to which image ik is socially
linked.

3.3.3

GTn = {iTn , iTn−1 , ..., iTm+1 }

3.3.1

image may have more than one social links to other images.
Thus, we infer that the image shares the same probability
to all the linked images.
As the fact that different users have different social strengths [31] or social influence [4]. We quantify image ik and im ’s
social similarity Ss (ik , im ) as:
(
1
,
im ∈ SL(ik )
.
(3)
Ss (ik , im ) = |SL(ik )|
0,
otherwise

Social Similarity

To link images from social aspect, for user Uik who posts
or shares image ik and user Uim who posts or shares image
im , we call that it has a social link from ik to im if U ik is a
follower of U im or the two images are shared or posted by
the same user, which means image ik has a probability to
be emotionally similar to image im from social aspect. An

Spectral Clustering and ViSoRank

To present two images’ similarity more comprehensively,
we combine their visual similarity and social similarity together, we called it the ViSo similarity:
S(ik , im ) = Sv (ik , im ) + Ss (ik , im )

(4)

In this way, we construct a similarity graph G = (V, E),
where each vertex vi in this graph represents an image i.
The edge between two images ik , im is weighted by the ViSo
similarity S(ik , im ). We use spectral clustering [27] to find a
partition of the graph such that the edges between different
groups have very low weights (which means that images in
different clusters are dissimilar from each other) and the
edges within a group have high weights (which means that
images within the same cluster are similar to each other).
Similar to VisualRank [13], we propose a ViSoRank algorithm that employs the Random Walk to rank images based
on the ViSo similarities (visual similarities and social similarities) among the images. The basic idea of ViSoRank is
that, images conveying the same emotion for social events
have high probabilities to be visually and socially similar
to each other. In particular, if image ik has a large ViSo
similarity to image im , then there is a high probability that
the two images belong to the same emotion category. Intuitively, images with large in-degrees from those belonging
to the same category will be the representative one for the
category. At the same time, the outgoing links from the
“representative” image are important as the image itself is
important in the category.
ViSoRank (VSR) is iteratively defined as following:
V SRt+1 = dS ∗ × V SRt + (1 − d)p

(5)

where S ∗ is the column normalized adjacency matrix S,
where S(ik , im ) measures the ViSo similarity between image ik and im . In each ranking step, ranks of images are
refined using their ViSo similarities. Following [13], p is the
damping vector and d is the damping factor.
In this similarity graph G, spectral clustering and ViSoRank are used to cluster images and rank them within each
emotion category. Finally, we get two categories with ranked
images for the social event:
GV Sp = {iV S1 , iV S2 , ..., iV Sk }
GV Sn = {iV Sn , iV Sn−1 , ..., iV Sk+1 }
where in the group GV Sp and group GV Sp , the image with
the highest rank V SR is the one most similar to other images
in the corresponding group in visual and social perspectives.

3.4 Visual-Social-Textual Rank
In the previous two subsections, we use images’ corresponding textual information, ViSo similarity between images to make emotional classification and rank the images
within each group separately. To discovery the representative images comprehensively from the three aspects, we propose the Visual-Social-Textual Rank (VSTRank ) algorithm,
in which images’ textual rank and ViSo rank are linearly
combined. To measure the roles textual information and
ViSo similarity play in the emotional classification, for each
social event, we define four parameters: α0 , α1 measure the
weights of textual information for negative and positive emotion classification, respectively, and β 0 , β 1 are the weights
of ViSo similarity for negative and positive emotion classification, respectively.
For the simplicity, we use the textual information and
ViSo similarity’s cluster precision to quantize the weights:
α1 =

|{i|i ∈ P os, i ∈ GTp }|
|GTp |

(6)

where the P os is the set with images in training set with
positive emotions. Similarly, α0 , β 0 , β 1 can be calculated in
the same way.
The above calculated cluster precision can be seen as the
textual information and ViSo similarity’s confidences in clustering images for the target social event. For example, if α1
is relatively high, it means textual information play an important role in cluster images for positive emotions. For
the images belonging to the same emotion category from two methods (textual cluster and ViSoRank), we can simply
combine the images’ ranks from the two methods with corresponding parameters to get the final image representative
ranks. While for the images belong to the different categories from two methods, the corresponding parameters are
used to decide which category the images should belong to.
As for the ranking, the ranks from the misclassified method
can be used adversely. For example, the orders from one
category can be seen as the inverted orders from the other
category. Besides the linear combination, a penalty η is applied to the misclassified result. The whole ranking decision
can be summarized as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 gives us the final ranks within each group for
each image, which present the images’ representative scores
by jointly considering textual information, visual similarities
and social similarities together. With the ranking scores,
we can discover the representative images from positive and
negative emotion groups.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we first describe our experimental setup,
and then show experimental results of our proposed algorithm to evaluate its effectiveness with both quantitative
criterions and user study.

Algorithm 1: VSTRank Algorithm
Input: For each social event, four cluster precision
parameters α1 , α0 , β 1 , β 0 ; Intra-class
normalized ranks for each image using two
methods T R, V SR; and misclassification
penalty η
Output: Final ranks V ST R within each class
for Each social event do
for Each image i do
if image i belongs to the same category Gx then
Gx ← i;
V ST Rix = αx T Rix + β x V SRix ;
else
//image i belongs to Gx using textual
information and Gy using ViSo similarity
if αx > β y then
Gx ← i;
V ST Rix = αx T Rix + β y (1 − V SRiy ) + η;
else
Gy ← i;
V ST Riy = αx (1 − T Rix ) + β y V SRiy + η;
return rank V ST R;

users. The detailed social events and their corresponding
image numbers can be seen in Table 1.
Ground Truth and Performance Evaluation Metrics: In our dataset, some images are irrelative to their
event, which is the noise to our algorithm. We first use visual similarity to make the filtration. Then, for the rest, to
train the parameters of our VSTRank algorithm, we need
the ground truth of the emotions conveyed by the images.
Deciding what emotion the image is conveying is relatively
objective. Therefore, we let users tag the images’ emotions.
Each image has 3 people to make the emotional annotation
and the majority vote will become the image’s emotional
tag.
For the estimation of the ranking qualities, generally, users
pay more attentions to the images with high ranks. Therefore we only compare the Top 5 images’ representative qualities from different methods. Judging whether an image is
emotionally representative is subjective. To make our evaluation fair, for each topic, we ask at least 3 people to do the
user study. Each image will be given a score ranging from
-2 to 2 to quantize the representativeness. 2 means the image is classified into the correct emotion category and also
highly representative to the emotion. 0 means we cannot
decide what emotion the image is conveying or it is irrelevant to the social event. -2 is opposite to 2, which means
the images is representative, while it is misclassified into the
opposite emotion category.

4.1 Experimental Setup

4.2

Dataset: We perform our experiment on real social media network, Tencent Weibo, which is one of the biggest
microblogging service in China with more than 780 million
users. We collect all the microblogs between November 20
and November 25, 2011, as well as the relationship between
the users. 15 hot social events are selected during the 6 days,
which include 21,783 microblogs with images and 15,487

The Performance in Discovering Representative Images

To illustrate the effectiveness of our VSTRank algorithm
in discovery representative images for social events, besides
our proposed VSTRank algorithm that jointly considers textual information, visual similarity and social similarity, we
also implement the following baseline algorithms for comparison.

0.8

• VisualRank: In VisualRank [13], we only use visual
similarity between images to classify and rank images
from emotional perspective.
• Textual Sentiment Analysis: We use traditional lexiconbased method to analyze images’ corresponding textual information [26], the images with strong positive or
negative emotion from textual information will be discovered as the representative ones.
As our final goal is to discover the representative images,
we compare the mean scores of positive and negative representative images from different methods. The results can
be seen in Table 2. We can observe that our algorithm, VSTRank, achieves the best performance from both positive or
negative representative image discovery. With the Top 1’s
positive score 1.30 and negative score 1.45, we can discover
the images which relatively highly represent the emotion of
the social event. Besides, in our algorithm, Top 1’s score
is higher than the average of the Top 3 and Top 5’s, which
means the Top 1’s images are considered to be the most
representative image by users. As for the other baseline
methods, VisualRank performs better than Textual sentiment analysis in positive image discovery, while the opposite
is true for negative image discovery. However, by joint consideration of visual similarity, social similarity and textual
information together, our VSTRank algorithm achieves the
best performance among the three.

4.3 Observations and Insights
In our algorithm, textual information, visual similarity
and social similarity are used in our emotionally representative image discovery framework. To gain more insights
on how these factors affect the classification and ranking results for different social events, we calculate statistics about
VisualRank and textual sentiment analysis mean scores for
representative image discovery respectively. For events like
“economy”, “government” and “reform”, the performance of
textual sentiment analysis is better than the VisualRank algorithm due to the complicated images and their variety
of styles. While for the events concerned more about life,
for example, “love” or “marriage”, VisualRank on the other
hand achieves better performance. In these events, users’
emotions can be easily seen through images from the colors,
shapes or compositions.
Visual and textual information have their own advantages
in classifying and ranking images for different events. In the
meantime, the social factor links images with similar emotions but less similar in visual content. To evaluate the
performance of social factor in classifying images from emotional aspect. We compare the spectral cluster results
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Table 1: Social events and corresponding image
numbers.
Event
Image No. Predicament 1089
Weather
3027
Work
1061
Marriage
2344
Relationship 839
Pressure
2253
Challenge
823
Education
2153
Iphone
678
Love
2000
Friendship
670
Life
1888
Reform
667
Government
1820
Economy
471
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Figure 5: Social factor’s role in classifying images
from emotional aspect.

by purely using visual similarity and by using visual-social
similarity between images. The performance of social factor
in classifying images from emotional aspect can be seen in
Fig. 5. For both types of emotions, social factor helps link
the images with similar emotions but visually less similar,
which bridges the semantic gap between images and users
in a way.

4.4

Representative Cases

Besides the quantitative criterions, we show some typical
examples of emotional representative image discovery with
three methods to present the effectiveness of our VSTRank
algorithm in this section.
In Fig. 6, we respectively show “iphone”, “work”, “life”
three social events. For each social event and for each method,
we show the Top 5 representative images for both positive
and negative emotions. The image with the red box means
the image is either irrelevant to the social event or opposite
to the specified emotion. Overall, we can observe that our
algorithm, VSTRank, have fewer wrongly classified images
compared to the other two baseline methods.
For “iphone” topic, some users like the design or the technology, while some also complain about the fragile screen.
In our algorithm, for the positive images, they all convey
the positive attitude about the iphone, while for the negative images, we rank the iphone with broken screen into the
Top 2. For “work” topic, some are enthusiasm, while some
feel boring or even painful. Compared to the two baselines,
our algorithm can discover the correct images with specified
emotions. For “life” topic, someone loves it while someone
feels it hard. With fewer wrongly classified images in VSTRank, we can discover the attractive images about “life”
for positive attitude and the negative representative images
for negative attitude.
Overall, by joint visual similarity, social similarity and
textual information, VSTRank algorithm can achieve the
best performances in image emotion classification and representative image discovery compared to the state-of-the-art
methods.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an emotionally representative
image discovery framework by jointly considering textual,
visual and social factors. Specifically, for each social event, images are linked together by textual information, visual similarity and social similarity in the hybrid link graph.
To measure the factors’ roles and rank images based on
their representativeness, we propose the VSTRank algorithm, where the weight of each factor was learned by its classi-

Table 2: Different methods’ mean scores for positive and negative representative images.
Emotion
Positive
Negative
Method VisualRank Textual VSTRank VisualRank Textual VSTRank
Top 1
0.875
0.70
1.30
0.325
0.775
1.45
Top 3
0.908
0.658
1.175
0.40
0.558
0.97
Top 5
0.91
0.65
1.165
0.265
0.405
0.85
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Negative

(a) iphone

VisualRank

Textual

VSTRank
Positive

Negative

(b) Work

VisualRank

Textual

VSTRank
Positive

Negative

(c) Life
Figure 6: Show case.

fication precision confidence. With the VSTRank algorithm, the emotionally representative images can be discovered
under the constraint of textual, visual and social representativeness. We conduct a set of comprehensive experiments to
validate the effectiveness of our approach and evaluate the
results from both quantitative criterions and user study. The
experimental results show that our algorithm can achieve
the best performance in representative image discovery compared to the state-of-the-art methods.
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